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Casting for my nude - project 

 

 

In the following test you find some more informations about:      Nude project 

 

Style and purpose 

I'm actually working on a high quality nude book, that should be published end of this year. It 

consiste of tasteful black and white pictures from indoor and outdoorshooting. Even if some explicit 

nude pictures will be made, the style will always be distiguished and high class. 

Outfit and make-up 

 Outfit is casual style (Jeans, Skirt, shirt, Pyjama and dessous plus anything you want to show). 

Generally, a "girl next door" with some glamour attitude is wanted.  This is applicable for Make-up as 

well, the natural look should be put in front. Much importance is put to eyes-brwos and natural hair-

style. The hair-style can be wild or natural. 

Regarding pubic hair, all or nothing is madatory. Please no stars or stripes or other phatasies. Careful 

epilation is mandatory. 

Tattoos are not a problem  

Location 

Depending on the season, the shooting will take place here in my Studio or outdoors, or a 

combination of both. Normally, I shoot about 3-4 hours plus some rest and changing of the set. I take 

my time to get good results and to try different sets. I don't like to work in a hurry. I expect the 

model also to take it's time, to come relaxed and with enough sleep.    

Contract, special contract 

As the goal is publishing the photos, a contract is required giving me all right of publishing. 

In the case you don't want to see provocative Nude pictures in the internet, a special contract can be 

given, limiting the publishing to print only. 

Everything can be discussed. Don't hesitate to ask if you have any questions. Trust and confidence 

and a good humor on the shooting are the ingredients of a good pictures.  

I will be happy to work with you.  


